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Following titles are included to this bundle:

Cruel Games: Red Riding Hood:
For centuries, parents have captivated their children with enchanting tales of faraway, magical lands. In one famous story, a wolf
uses cunning and deception to try to eat the innocent Red Riding Hood. In the end, he did not live happily ever after... Now the

wolf has returned and Red Riding Hood is once again in danger - but this is no fairytale! Instead, a modern day maniac has
kidnapped a woman's fiance and cast her in the role of Red Riding Hood in his twisted fantasy. Guide the resourceful young
lady as she tracks the wolf through a cemetery, a shabby motel and a dilapidated casino, searching for clues and solving the

puzzles that lie between her and her beloved. Will she reach the madman in time, or will the wolf have his revenge? Their fate is
in your hands!

Kronville: Stolen Dreams:
Walk the razor's edge between fantasy and reality as you stop a lunatic from gaining power over death! When 12 children vanish

from the once peaceful town of Kronville, a school teacher named Astrid becomes wrapped up in a mystery beyond her
comprehension. Guide her as she investigates the disappearances, and in so doing uncovers an evil plot involving an ancient

artifact that can grant immortality. With each step on this perilous journey, you'll need to explore the city with a careful eye and
solve cunning puzzles designed to keep you from discovering the truth.

In addition to scouring the streets of Kronville, your investigation will take you into the dreams of the kidnapped children,
where a dark entity has trapped their souls. As you work your way through worlds based on "Red Riding Hood," "Peter Pan,"
and other popular fairy tales, you'll marvel at the visual beauty and become more and more immersed in the captivating story.
Those who press on to the end will uncover a shocking secret about Astrid's past that suggests her involvement in the case was

no accident. With its clever hidden object puzzle scenes, stunning artwork, and mesmerizing story, Kronville will hold you
captive from beginning to end!
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Panopticon: Path of Reflections:
Enter a world in which the border between reality and illusion is paper thin and the answer to a mystery will test the limits of

human understanding! The world of Panopticon is filled with twists and turn, and will keep you guessing until the truth is
revealed. Are you prepared for an adventure unlike any other?

Lake House: Children of Silence Collector's Edition:
Long-forgotten memories bubble to the surface when the past invades the present in Lake House: Children of Silence! Located
at the edge of a gloomy lake and shrouded in fog, the house at the center of this story has stood empty for 15 years. All that's

left of the family that once lived there are their discarded belongings and home movies that reveal a terrible secret. Beckoned by
what appears to be a ghost, a woman who lived there as a child and her fiance return to the house to solve a mystery that begins
with an old photograph and ends in a secret room. Guide the fiance as he explores locations blanketed in mist and tries to rescue

his bride-to-be from the grip of a masked stranger. Find hidden objects, solve puzzles and prepare yourself for an ending that
will take you to a place darker than you can imagine!

The Other Side: Tower of Souls:
Beatrice and Lily might look like normal sisters, but they have a dark secret: Hidden from human eyes is a magic tower that

contains a portal to the realm of the dead. One sister wants to open the gateway to gain knowledge and power; the other sister
wants to stop her. Which sister wins in the end? Play The Other Side: Tower of Souls to find out!

Mexicana: Deadly Holiday:
Dia de Muertos, or the Day of the Dead, provides a stunning backdrop for a thrilling supernatural adventure in Mexicana:

Deadly Holiday! Guide a young woman as she sets off on a desperate search for her fiance amidst the annual celebration in
Mexico. Moments after a spectral figure kidnaps her beloved during a card reading, she begins her journey to the afterworld,

where demons will plot her demise and ancients gods will lend her a helping hand. As you travel through a stunning fiery
wasteland on your way to a realm of peace and tranquility, you'll search for cleverly hidden objects, solve skillfully designed
puzzles, and crack dozens of devious mini-games. Along the way, you'll slowly unfold the astonishing truth of who the young
woman really is. Set in a captivating world, and featuring visuals and music inspired by the Land of Enchantment, Mexicana:

Deadly Holidays is packed with thrills unlike any you have experienced!
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hidden object 6-in-1 bundle. hidden object 6-in-1 bundle

I enjoyed five of the six in this bundle but one of them crashed without fail every single time I tried to play it. So really you get
a bundle of five playable ones.. I dislike games bundled in this way because they remove the ability to not be charged for
duplicate games and get individual acheivements and cards. If you can buy them seperately, do so.
I'll write reviews for each game as I play them.

Kronville:

The animation in this game is superb, and the story line is intriguing and unfolds nicely. Unfortunately that concludes my list of
pros.
The cons are many. Firstly, the voiceover and lipsync only cover the first 1/5th of the game - apparently this is as much as the
free demo let you play. Once you purchase the game, the rest is not voiced -CHEAP! The hidden object scenes were
disappointing to say the least. There were only 3 traditional scenes, and they were way too easy. Other types of hidden object
scenes resulted in pixel hunting, and weren't much fun. Finally the music - the same squeeling violin segment is played for each
and every cut scene. By half way through, this had ruined the otherwise gorgeous cut scenes for me, so this games biggest pro
was tained by poor music choice. Really, it just seems that the game makers got lazy, and overall I was disappointed.

4/10

Panopticon:

Good story, good animation. Good voice over and music. I really have no complaints about this one except to say that the hidden
object sceness could have been more challenging.

8/10

Cruel Game:

Again, not much to complain about. Abundant and challenging hidden object scenes, good story, decent music.

8/10

The Lake House:

Excellent game! Great animation and voicing throughout. Predictable, but compelling story, and I always love a game with a
good bonus scene. Many challenging hidden object scenes too.

9/10

The Other Side:

This was a nice game. The kitty companion was cute, but a bit too helpful sometimes. The story was a bit confusing, but I think
it was meant to be in order to give you a choice at the end. Two endings was a nice touch, but I wish I didn't have to play all the
way through again to see the second one. This game had some of the best hidden object scenes I have ever played (in hard
mode)

9/10
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Mexicana:

This one was only ok. The animation was nothing to write home about. There was no voice over, but at least the music was
good. The story was good - I liked the unique theme of day of the dead. But the meat and potatoes of these games - the hidden
object scenes and puzzles - were really disappointing. Way too easy, and not a lot of interaction. The final puzzle, which should
have been the most challenging, wasn't even a puzzle, you just clicked to put gems where they belonged - no thought needed.
Disappointing.

5/10. This bundle of six hidden object games is well worth the asking price.

The games vary in quality but each has an interesting plot and some unique elements that make them really good plays. It
seemed to me to be a well chosen selection of different plots and mechanics. In terms of length, each game is pretty standard for
the genre (running at an average of about 3 hours each). None of the six have any really egregious or annoying aspects to deal
with and are pretty entertaining.

So far, I've played five of the six games without any issues in terms of errors, bugs, or inability to load (a problem that was
prevalent for some people in the similar 5-in-1 bundle). So if you have any concerns about loading and playing these, I don't
think you have anything to worry about.

So without digging deeply into each individual game, at an average of $2 per game at full bundle price, I would highly
recommend this to any fan of the HO genre. It is 100% worth the full price for the number and length of the games.

EDIT: The original review was made after playing five of the six games, so naturally the sixth one had to give me some trouble.
The game doesn't agree with high-res, but if you lock the game to a lower resolution there's no trouble. This last one (Mexicana)
also happens to be my least favorite of the games for some reason, but it's not terrible even though the plot gets a little far out
and the HO scenes aren't as crisp as the others.. The bundle is worth the money for sure, and if you're into Hidden Object games
i doubt you'll be disappointed with the games. The difficulty of the games vary but none are too difficult to get through.

Definitely worth your time.. Bought it on a discount and found it worth my money. 4 of the 6 were very interesting, two felt like
they didn't put a lot of effort into the story. One of them was very challenging.. Hidden Object 6-in-1 Bundle:
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

If you are a fan of hidden and object games, you going to be well-served here. Alawar Entertainment have concocted an
interesting and well-priced bundle for you to enjoy. Personally, I own a good collection of this genre of game and I enjoy most
of them. So far, I have played four of the six games in this bundle and have actually finished two of them. If you are used to this
genre, it will take you between 4 to 6 hours to play a game from start to finish.

Of the four games that I played, 2 stand out of the pack for me. The first one is The Lake House. I really like the story of this
game and the puzzles are very good to.

The second one is Mexicana: Deadly Holiday. The artwork is excellent and the puzzles are quite challenging.

Kronville: Stolen Dreams is a bit on the easy side in regards to the puzzles. Still enjoyable but fairly easy.

Panopticon: Path of reflection is fairly easy too. Interesting story in the milieu of magic and illusion.

I have not tried Cruel Games and The Other Side. I will update my review when I have.

It is very difficult to rate this due to the fact that it is a bundle so I will give this bundle the following after playing four of the
six games.

 7/10

Key provided by developer/publisher for review purposes. Any opinions expressed are entirely my own!
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EPIC “THE CPT FROGGY” REVIEWS UP NOW ON ZEEPOND, THE HOME OF THE ALMIGHTY FROG!
[www.zeepond.com]

FOLLOW THE CPT FROGGY CURATOR PAGE HERE. Pro: A fairy long and good story. Great varity in puzzels.
Con: I mis spoken dialog. When using "Hint" some sparkels showed up at wrong places.. A small price for a very good bundle.

One of the game has collectible and achievement
Great stories fo far. ( Played 4 of them)
. Pro: A fairy long and good story. Great varity in puzzels.
Con: I mis spoken dialog. When using "Hint" some sparkels showed up at wrong places.
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I dislike games bundled in this way because they remove the ability to not be charged for duplicate games and get individual
acheivements and cards. If you can buy them seperately, do so.
I'll write reviews for each game as I play them.

Kronville:

The animation in this game is superb, and the story line is intriguing and unfolds nicely. Unfortunately that concludes my list of
pros.
The cons are many. Firstly, the voiceover and lipsync only cover the first 1\/5th of the game - apparently this is as much as the
free demo let you play. Once you purchase the game, the rest is not voiced -CHEAP! The hidden object scenes were
disappointing to say the least. There were only 3 traditional scenes, and they were way too easy. Other types of hidden object
scenes resulted in pixel hunting, and weren't much fun. Finally the music - the same squeeling violin segment is played for each
and every cut scene. By half way through, this had ruined the otherwise gorgeous cut scenes for me, so this games biggest pro
was tained by poor music choice. Really, it just seems that the game makers got lazy, and overall I was disappointed.

4\/10

Panopticon:

Good story, good animation. Good voice over and music. I really have no complaints about this one except to say that the hidden
object sceness could have been more challenging.

8\/10

Cruel Game:

Again, not much to complain about. Abundant and challenging hidden object scenes, good story, decent music.

8\/10

The Lake House:

Excellent game! Great animation and voicing throughout. Predictable, but compelling story, and I always love a game with a
good bonus scene. Many challenging hidden object scenes too.

9\/10

The Other Side:

This was a nice game. The kitty companion was cute, but a bit too helpful sometimes. The story was a bit confusing, but I think
it was meant to be in order to give you a choice at the end. Two endings was a nice touch, but I wish I didn't have to play all the
way through again to see the second one. This game had some of the best hidden object scenes I have ever played (in hard
mode)

9\/10

Mexicana:

This one was only ok. The animation was nothing to write home about. There was no voice over, but at least the music was
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good. The story was good - I liked the unique theme of day of the dead. But the meat and potatoes of these games - the hidden
object scenes and puzzles - were really disappointing. Way too easy, and not a lot of interaction. The final puzzle, which should
have been the most challenging, wasn't even a puzzle, you just clicked to put gems where they belonged - no thought needed.
Disappointing.

5\/10. I highly recommend this bundle. You get a lot of bang for your buck.

The first four games are enjoyable standard HOGs - the gameplay is somewhat formulaic, but each game cultivates a unique
atmosphere and story. The overall production values are great, with fun locations, clear puzzle screens, and a reliable interface. I
especially liked the inclusion of behind-the-scenes trivia in The Lake House: Children of Silence, as well as the bonus mission.

The fifth game, The Other Side: Tower of Souls, was incredibly, incredibly innovative. It had three endings, two play modes
that change how puzzles operate, hidden collectibles (I only found 106 out of a possible 110), hidden story notes, a shop, a sassy
companion, equally sassy item descriptions, a dark sense of humor, and a creative array of new minigames that weren't just the
same old industry standard ones. On the flip side it also had a few glitches such as graphics (portal to sister's rooms) and
achievements ("Reversi Master") not triggering properly, and some ...interesting... word choices (hairbrush listed as a
"honeycomb," for example). I still loved it, and played it 6 times trying to complete everything before finally giving up on
100%ing.

The last game, Mexicana: Deadly Holiday is perhaps the least polished of the bunch, but I still had fun with it. The story was
compelling, the graphics were beautiful, and many of the puzzles were good (although the challenge level on the puzzles was all
over the place). The click interface, though, was entirely unreliable. I often had to refer to the map to see available actions
because I was never sure if I was doing the right thing and it just wasn't triggering. This title also has a number of hidden book
pages to find that give further insight into the story, but one of them is unfortunately bugged. I did appreciate, however, that you
can use the map at any time to both see and travel back to earlier chapters if you missed picking up a page.

Overall, at less than $2 a game, this is definitely worth picking up at full price. Even though there are a few bumps here and
there, you will get at least 25-30 hours of enjoyable gameplay out of it, and the majority of that gameplay will be beautifully
produced and rewardingly challenging.. A small price for a very good bundle.

One of the game has collectible and achievement
Great stories fo far. ( Played 4 of them)
. Hidden Object 6-in-1 bundle is fairly good. Not as exciting as the 4 in 1 bundle, but entertaining none the less. Great set for
Lovers of Hidden Object games. 7\/10.. For this review I've put the games in order of which one I think is best to worst.
Overall, however, I think this is a good bundle for the price I paid for it, yet I can see why they decided to lump most of them
together rather than try to sell separately.

1. The Lake House

Definitely the best game out of all the 6 by a clear mile and could easily have been released on its own. The story is that you
return to the Lake House which used to be owned by your fiancee and where something terrible happened to her brother.

Unusually for a lot of hidden object games you play a male character rather than a female. The story is quite interesting, the
locations and puzzles are varied, and there's quite a good spooky atmosphere throughout. There's also a bonus chapter which is
just as playable as, although predictably shorter, than the original. All in all a good Hidden Object game.

2. Panopticon Path of Reflections

You are investigating the disappearance of a magician and his assistant, your love (again, probably fiancee - there seems to be a
running theme). Again you're a male protagonist. You can travel between worlds to solve puzzles, albeit in quite a linear fashion.

Some of the puzzles are good, some of the hidden object scenes are good too. Animation high quality and soundtrack also
quality.

Rather bizarrely the developers decided, to make one of the NPCs a complete rip off of Michael J Anderson and his character
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Samson from Carnivale. It's not voiced by Michael J Anderson and I very much doubt either he or the producers of this show
gave the developers permission, which if so is really not on.

3. Mexicana: Deadly Holiday

I love all the references to Mexican culture, history and religious beliefs and I think this game has fabulous design and colours.
Each time you meet a new character they also get their own comic-book freeze-frame intro which is fun.

The premise is that, guess what? Your fiancee is in trouble and you have to go to rescue him. This time from the underworld!
There is an incredible variety of puzzles in this game which range from repetitive (put balls in holes or click until figures move
somewhere - not really puzzles if you ask me) to mixing paints, dressing up in the correct costume, or rearranging lines so they
don't overlap. Some of the puzzles are a bit baffling, despite prompts, so I have to confess to skipping, but all in all it's not a bad
game and is certainly the first Mexican-themed Hidden Object I've seen.

4. Kronville Stolen Dreams

Definitely the darkest premises for a Hidden Object as you relive your traumatic memory of the day your family were burned
alive in your childhood house. Was really not expecting that! A quite bizarre story here. Kids go missing and you're on their
trail. You find out they're imprisoned in dream-worlds, all based on popular children's books. Every so often you randomly pass
out or fall asleep to join them to try to free them.

I enjoyed the differently themed worlds but often the puzzle dynamics are just bizarre and require skipping. Any puzzle hints
are varied as to how useful they are, and the whole game feels quite disjointed. All in all only one you'd want to play as part of a
package like this. A shame because it could have been really interesting. Kudos also that I'm not rescuing my fiancee.

5. Cruel Games: Red Riding Hood

I think I'm actually being a little harsh putting this one so low down. In many ways it's better than Kronville. Puzzles generally
make sense and it's actually quite a big game. The trouble is that after a while I simply didn't care. The locations all look the
same as have been done before. I'm also getting a bit bored of rescuing boyfriends/fiancees too, tbh.

6. The Other Side: Tower of Souls

I really wanted to like this one. It's totally bizarre - a flying tower, a talking cat, animate trees etc. It's also quite dark in places
for example having to get rid of a mad surgeon's robotic limbs. But it just hasn't decided what it wants to focus on. Is it meant to
be creepy? Quirky? Am I meant to really want to collect the 'golden paw' coins to upgrade my mystical blue cat? Am I meant to
be intrigued by the twists and turns of the plot - which sister is good or bad? In the end, it could have been a quirky adventure,
but it ruins it by trying too many things at once.

. This is a super deal. Each game costs less than two dollars even if you have to pay $11.99 for this bundle of games. All of the
games in this bundle will allow you to correct the aspect ratio for a widescreen monitor. They all have good graphics and sounds.
Two of the games will display fullscreen graphics on a widescreen monitor. The other four games have a 4:3 aspect ratio. They
were created before most people started using widescreen monitors. The Other Side: Tower of Souls is definitely a masterpiece.
I haven't seen a hidden-object game quite like it. It does have amazing graphics.. The bundle is worth the money for sure, and if
you're into Hidden Object games i doubt you'll be disappointed with the games. The difficulty of the games vary but none are
too difficult to get through.

Definitely worth your time.. While I absolutely hate the bundling system, the games range from good to great and I recommend
playing them.. A pack with 6 hidden object\/puzzle games.
Not everyone has the same interest or quality, however.
Krnoville: Stolen Dreams, seemed to be inconnexed, boring and ugly.
Panopticon: Path of reflections is a tad better, with good translation but, minigames or puzzles are confussing.
Cruelgames was ok, overall.
In the Lake House quality is a couple of steps up.
The other side: Tower of Souls: has same or more quality than the Lake House, its curious, original even than graphics are a bit
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chilly.
Mexicana is the best one of all them, nice quality, original graphics, story and puzzles. Some very easy, some very difficult, a bit
of everything.
Well, for its price, at least the three latest worth the money
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